I stated at the beginning, to have any kind of understanding to the

Tables of the WINTER COUNT, one had to try and understand the Indians and
their thinking to their Physio or Scientific Laws. He lived a basic life
that included in common knowledge, that all time undergoes a change and
becornes light and then darkness. He knew this law up and down, backwards
and forewards, in and out. It was a subject that everyone knew and to not
know it, identified you as a str‘anger.'~;1
This scientific or physic law is a Universal law and even if a perso:
càme from another solar system, it could not be disputed because it was the
system used to get to this Planet Earth.
THE UNIVERSAL LAW
What scientific law or physíc theory, that deals in time which is
made up of 181 parts, constructs TIME as an arrangment to PARALLAX, VELOCITE
CONTINUANCE , TRANSMUTES an HYPOTHESIS
It deals with the SUN which the civilized systems establishes Zero
in TIME, but the ANCIENTS state it is for any SUN but it is being applied
to our solar system. The ANCIENTS were able to construct a TIME VEHICLE
called a SERPENT from these parts which many would consider it a PHENOMENON
because of the present HYPOTHESIS to TIME.
Civilized Antiquity Scientist, translating Ancient writtings ran
across THE FORMULA, THE LAWS, and a drawing OF THE TIME SERPENT winding
and coiling form the SUN to EARTH. What this mathematical phenomenon did
conclude, Ancients had dŕawn the exact journey of time through space and
knew exactly the cycle of this drawning.
This LAW or FORMULA or`EQUATION is a simple calculation and can be
applied to any SUN in the Universe. Every Mathematician or Scientist knows i
part. and cannot dispute it.
In a layman'slanguage, it can be applied in this manner having a
base to begin. .
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